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1. Introduction. When a transformation from a function space C(X) to

another C(Y) is given, there is also set up a relation between the subsets of

X and those of Y due to the fact that, when two functions agree on a subset

of X, their .images will agree on some subset of Y. Three mappings of the

subsets of Y into those of X corresponding to a transformation P of C(X)

into C( Y) are singled out in this paper, and the first two are studied succes-

sively for arbitrary P, when P is linear, and when its range is finite dimen-

sional. The third mapping is then introduced, and convergence criteria are

obtained for power series in certain classes of transformations. Finally, these

results are used to obtain a representation of certain continuous transforma-

tions of C(X) onto C( Y) in terms of homeomorphisms of Y into X.

2. Coincidence of functions. Let X be a topological space and C(X) the

set of continuous, real-valued functions on AT. If F is a topological space and

Pa single-valued transformation of C(X) into C(Y), we define two mappings

PT and TTr of 2¥ into 2X: for DEY,

(1) pT(D) = U{AEX:y/f,gEC(X), Tf = Tg\ D^f = g\A\,

(2) tt(D) = n|ICÏ:V/, gEC(X),f=g\A=*Tf= Tg\ D},

where /| A is the restriction of / to A, /=g \ A is short for /| A = g \ A, and A is

the closure of A. The families of sets on the right sides of (1) and (2) are not

empty, for the empty set 0 is one of the ^4's in (1), and X is one of the ^4's

in (2). Evidently Tf= Tg\D implies/ = g|/xr(P), and since pt(D) is maximal

with respect to this property, it, as well as ttt(D), is closed. Clearly pr(D)

= pT(D) and 5rT(P) =7rr(P). A closed subset A of X will be called a ir-set

of D relative to P if, for all/, gEC(X), f=g\A implies Tf=Tg\D. Thus
ttt(D) is the intersection of the 7r-sets of D. A few simple properties of pr and

itt may be noted: 0 is a ir-set of 0, and pr(0) = ttt(0) = 0; if P is constant

and DEY, then pr(D) =ttt(D) = 0; if 0 is a ir-set of Y, then T is constant.

For any fEC(X), we set Z(f) = \xEX:f(x) =0} and note that Z(f) is
closed. Pointwise addition, subtraction, and multiplication of / and g will

be denoted by f+g,f—g, and fg, respectively. We observe that/ = g| Z(f—g).

The constant functions with values 0 and 1 will be denoted by 6 and u, re-

spectively.
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Lemma 1. If D is a subset of Y, then

(3) pT(D) = r\{Z(f-g):Tf=Tg\D}.

If D\, D2 are subsets of Y, and D1CD2, then

(4) pt(DU C pt(D2),       tt(D!) C *t(D2).

If X is completely regular, and DCY, then

(5) pt(D) C *t(D).

If X is normal, and DCY, then the family of ir-sets of D relative to T is closed

under finite intersections.

Proof. For any/, g£-C(X) satisfying Tf= Tg\D, we havept(D) CZ(f—g).
On the other hand, the right side of (3) is one of the ^4's in (1), and (3) is

verified. The inclusions in (4) follow immediately from (3) and (2). If A is a

7r-set of DCY relative to T, and/=g|^, then Tf=Tg\D, andf=g\pT(D).
Thus Z(f)Z)A implies Z(f)Z}pr(D), and if X is completely regular, we have

ADpt(D), which establishes (5). Suppose X is normal, A and B are ir-sets

of DC Y relative to T, and f=g\AC\B. We define A(x)=/(x) for x£-A and
A(x) =g(x) for xCB. Since A and B are closed, A is clearly continuous on AKJB

and can be extended, by the Tietze extension theorem, to an element of

C(X). Then Tf= Th= Tg\ D, and AC\B is a ir-set of D.
It is easily seen that a necessary and sufficient condition that T: C(X)

—*C( Y) be one-to-one is that pr( Y) = X. If X is completely regular, and T is

one-to-one, then (5) implies that tt(Y)=X. To see what may happen if X

is not completely regular, we take X to be Hewitt's example [2] of a regular

space with the property that C(X) consists of the constant functions. Then

each point in X is a ir-set of any subset D of Y relative to each T mapping

C(X) into C(Y), so that wT(D) = 0. If Y=X, DA0, and T is one-to-one,

then pt(D) =X, and (5) does not hold in this case.

Lemma 2. If X is normal, and T is a nonconstant mapping of C(X) into

C( Y) with the property that Y has at least one compact ir-set relative to T, then

tct(Y)A0.

Proof. Let Cl be the collection of ir-sets of Y relative to T, ^40ECt a com-

pact set, and <B= \AC\A<¡: AE&\- We have XCd, 0&Q, and ft is closed
under finite intersections. Hence, (B has the finite intersection property, and

TrT(Y) = [\{B:BE-<8,}A0.
It may happen that ttt(D) = 0 {ox DAY even when X is compact. If we

choose ACX, foE-C(X) satisfying fo=d\A and foAd, and define Tf=fof,
then ttt(A) = 0.

Theorem 1. Suppose X is normal, DCY, and T is a mapping of C(X) into

C(Y) such that, for each gCC(X), {hEC(X): Tg=Th\D\  is closed in the
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topology 3U of uniform convergence on compact subsets for C(X). Then irT(D)

is a ir-set of D relative to T.

Proof. Suppose/=g|irr(P), «>0, and P is an arbitrary compact subset

of X. Let U be a neighborhood of 7rr(P) such that xG U implies |/(x) —gix) \

<e. If Ct is the collection of jr-sets of D relative to T, then, as was shown in

Lemma 1, Cl is closed under finite intersections. Since the family

{(P— U)(~\A : ^4 GCt} can not have the finite intersection property, there

is an A Go satisfying KC\AEU. We can construct goECiX) so that

go = f?|^,go = M|P-C/, and dggagu. If we set/0= (J-g)go+g, then/0 = g|i4,

so that Tfo=Tg\D. In addition,

i ii i f <« forx G P,
| f(x) - /o(x) |   = | f(x) - g(x) | (1 - !,(«)) \

1 = 0 for x E K — U.

Thus xGP implies |/(x)— /o(x)| <e. Since e and K were arbitrary,

\hEC(X): Tg=Th\D} is closed in 3U, and /0 belongs to this set, we have

P/= Pg| D, and irT(D) is a ir-set of D relative to P.

Corollary. If X is normal, and T is continuous when C(X) is given 3U and

C( Y) a topology 3 which is finer than the topology of pointwise convergence, then

tt(D) is a ir-set of D relative to T for any DQY.

Proof. We have only to observe that {gEC(Y):f=g\D} is closed in 3

for each fEC(Y).

Theorem 2. Let X be completely regular, DEY, and T a mapping of C(X)

into C(Y) with the property that, for any f, g, hEC(X), Tf=Tg\D implies
T(f+h) = T(g+h) | D and T(fh) = P(gA) | D. Then uT(D) = irT(D).

Proof. Let A =Z(fo—go), where Tfo= Tgo\ D, and let U be a neighborhood

of A. Then P(/0 — go) = P(go — go) = T0\D. Suppose/, g G C(X) satisfy

UCZ(f-g). U we define A(x) = (f(x) -g(x))/(/0(x) -g0(x)) for xEX-A and
A(x) =0 for xG^4, then A is evidently continuous at each point of U and of

X-A, so that hECiX). Hence, TO=T(ßh) = T((fo-go)h) = T(f-g)\D, and
Tf= T(f-g+g) = T(0+g) = Tg\ D. Thus U is a x-set of D relative to T. Sup-

pose xEut(D). We infer from (3) that, for some/', g'EC(X), Tf'=Tg'\D
and xEZ(f'— g'). Since X is regular, there is a neighborhood U of Z(f —g')

such that xEU. From the preceding discussion, it follows that xEttt(D).

Hence, uT(D)Z)irT(D), and the theorem follows from (5).

Corollary. If X is normal, DEY, and T maps C(X) into C( Y), then the

following conditions are equivalent: for any f, g, hEC(X),

(a) Tf=Tg\D implies T(f+h) = T(g+h)\D and T(fh) = T(gh)\D, and
{kEC(X): Tf= Tk\D} is closed in 3„,

(b) For some closed A EX, Tf= Tg\D if, and only if, f—g\ A,
(c) ut(D) =7Tr(P), a«d wt(D) is a ir-set of D relative to T.
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Proof. Theorems 1 and 2 show that (a) implies (c). That (c) implies (b)

and (b) implies the first half of (a) is easily seen. That (b) implies the second

half of (a) follows as in the proof of the corollary to Theorem 1.

3. The linear case. If we regard C(X) as a linear space under pointwise

addition and scalar multiplication, then most of the preceding results take

on a somewhat simpler form when P is assumed to be a linear transformation

of C(X) into C(Y). For a linear P, the sets A in (1) and (2) can be defined,

respectively, as: for all fEC(X), Tf=d\D implies f=d\A ; f=d\ A implies
Tf=d\D. The right side of (3) now reads f\{Z(f): Tf=$\D\. We can also
make the obvious modification in the definition of 7r-set. In Theorem 1, we

need only assume that {hEC(X): Th=d\D\ is closed. In Theorem 2,

T(f+h) = T(g+h)\D is automatically satisfied, and T(fh) = T(gh)\ D says

that {fEC(X): Tf=6\D\ is an ideal in C(X).

Lemma 3, For any closed subsets A and D of a completely regular space X

with A ED, there is a linear transformation T of C(X) into itself satisfying

pT(D)=irT(D)=A.

Proof. Since M = {fEC(X) :f=0\ A } is a linear subspace of C(X), we can

find a Hamel basis {/p: pEP\ (over the real field) for C(X) with the property

that, for some QEP, {fP'-pEQ\ is a Hamel basis for M. We now define

Tfp = B for pEQ, Tfp=fp for pEP — Q, and extend P linearly to the rest of

COY). Since Tfp=fp\A for all pEP, we have Tf=f\A for all fEC(X). If
Tf=6\D, then Tf=d\A, and f=6\ A, whence AEpt(D). If f=d\A, then
fEM, Tf=d\D, and A is a 7r-set of D relative to P. The result now follows

from (5). We note that if D = X, then the null space of P is precisely M.

Several relevant examples are obtainable from the following construction.

Let X be a topological space, and ft a family of closed subsets of X with the

property that, for any .4i, A2E&, there is an A3E<x such that A3EAiC\Ai.

We set M = {/G C(X) : Z(f)Z)A for some A E ft ). Since Misa linear subspace

of C(X), we can find a Hamel basis {fp: PEP) over the real field for C(X)

and a subset Q of P such that {fp: pEQ) is a Hamel basis for M. We now

define Tfp=B for pEQ, Tfp=fp lor pEP — Q, and extend T linearly to a

mapping of C(X) into itself.

Lemma 4. 7/ X is completely regular, and T is the mapping defined above,

then pt(X) =wt(X) = V\{A: AE&\, p-'fl = M, owd r^T.

Proof. Clearly each A E ft is a w-set of X relative to P, so that ttt(X)

Cn{^:^lGft}=^4o. For any fEC(X), if/GM, then /= £pei- apfp, where
PCP is finite, and «„^0 is real. Moreover, Pn(P-0?¿0, so that P/V0.
Since T(M)={d], we have T~16 = M. We infer from (3) that A0Epr(X),

and from (5) that pr(X) =irT(X)=Ao. Since T2fp= Tfp for all pEP, we have

T2= T
Example 1. We will exhibit a linear mapping P of C(X) into itself with
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the property that irT(X) is not a 7r-set of X relative to P. Suppose X is com-

pletely regular, and there is a gGC(A^) such that 09éZ(g)9éX, and Z(g) is

not open. Let ft be the family of closed neighborhoods of Z(g), and P the

mapping defined above. From the complete regularity of X and Lemma 4,

we have irT(X) =D{^4 : AE&} =Z(g), but gEM, so that wT(X) is not a

7r-set of X relative to P.

4. Finite dimensional ranges. We now turn to the properties of pr and

wt when P is linear and its range (R(P) is finite-dimensional. It is, of course,

true of any linear transformation P of C(X) into C( Y) (or of one linear space

into another) that (R(P) is finite-dimensional if, and only if, Tf= J*"=, P¿(/)g¿

for all fEC(X), where P.- is a linear functional on C(X), and the g,EC(Y)

are linearly independent.

Theorem 3. If X is normal, and T is a linear transformation of C(X) into

C(Y), then the following are equivalent:

(a) ttt( Y) is finite and a ir-set of Y relative to T,

(b) 7Tr( Y) is finite, and T~l0 is closed in 3U,

(c) P/= 2?_i/(x,)g,-, where the XiEX and giEC(Y) are fixed.

These conditions imply that (R(F) is finite-dimensional.

Proof. We first show that (a) implies (c). If 7rr(F)=0, then T(C(X))

= {#}, and (c) holds with the g¿=0. Suppose 7rr(F)={xi, • • • , x„\. For

each i,j(\ ^i,j^n), choose f,EC(X) such that/,(x>) =5t; (the Kronecker S),

and set gi=Tfi. UfEC(X), then i£1/(x«)[A-/|w*(7), and P/= £/(*<)&.
We next show that (c) implies (b). Clearly [xi, • • ■ , x„} is a 7r-set of F rela-

tive to P. The mapping a—*ag¿ from Pi into C( Y) is evidently continuous in

3U. Since addition in C(Y) is continuous in 3„, the mapping («i, • • • , a„)

—*Zri-ia'£i from En into C(Y) is also continuous. Finally, the mapping

/—>/(x,) from C(X) with topology 3„ into Pi is continuous. Since 7/= y.f(x,-)g¿.

F is continuous, and P_10 is closed in 3„. That (b) implies (a) follows from

Theorem 1. The last statement of the theorem is obvious.

Corollary. If X is normal, and T satisfies (c) above, then the dimension of

01(F) does not exceed the cardinality of irT(Y).

Proof. Suppose x;Gtt(F) for some/, lejún. Then there is a 7r-set A

of Y relative to P such that XjEA. Since jxi, • • • , x„} is a 7r-set of Y,

A(~\{xi, • • • , xn} =P is also one. From fj = d\B we infer that 0=Tfj = gj,

and the inequality follows immediately.

Lemma 5. // X is completely regular, and T is a linear transformation of

C(X) into C( Y) whose range has dimension n < ■», then pr( Y) has at most «

points.

Proof. Suppose that mt(F)D{xi, • • • ,x„+i}. Choose fu ■ ■ ■ ,fn+iEC(X)
satisfying/,(Xj) =5^ (1 èi, jèn + l), and set g¿= F/,. Then there will be real
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numbers a¿, not all 0, such that 2"-iX aiii=0- Setting/= ZâH a»/»> we have

Tf=0, whence f=0\pt(Y). But/(x¿) =a<, a contradiction. Hence, pr(Y) has

at most n points.

Example 2. We will exhibit a mapping T of C(X) into itself such that

(R(r) is finite dimensional, and ttt(X) is infinite. Suppose X is a completely

regular space with a base { Up: pER] having the following properties:

(i) For every finite F C R, there is a q E F such that Uq

<tU{Up:pEF-{q}},
(ii) For each pER, there is an fPEC(X) satisfying Z(fp)=X—Up. We

may, for example, take X = En and { Up\ to be the set of open »-balls. To see

that (i) is satisfied, let II be a hyperplane of support for U { Up: pEF}. Then

for some pEF, II is tangent to Up at a point x. Let Ut, qEF, be the ball of

largest radius which is tangent to II at x. There is clearly no difficulty in

satisfying (ii) in this case. Returning to the general case, ifP: PER} is

linearly independent. For if FCR is finite, and Zper aafp=0 f°r real «p^O,

then

» - Z «J, = «./.I U, - U { UP: P E F - [q\\,
PeP

and a„ = 0, which is a contradiction.

Let A A 0 be a subset of X which is the closure of its interior,

M={fEC(X):f=0\A}, and R0= {pER: UPCA }. The above reasoning
shows that the linear subspace spanned by \fP: pERo} intersects M in \0}.

Hence, we can find a Hamel basis \fp:pEP) for C(X) such that RoCP

and, for some QCP — Ro, [fP- pEQ) is a Hamel basis for M. We choose/o

from [fp:pERo] and define Tfp=f0 for pEP-Q, Tfp=0 for pEQ, extend-
ing T linearly to C(X). If DZ)A is a fixed closed subset of X, then A is evi-

dently a 7T-set of D relative to T. If B is a ir-set of D relative to T, and A—B

A0, then we can find pERo satisfying UPCA —B, so that/p=fl|ß and Tfp

= 0\D. But Tfp=fo, which is a contradiction. Hence, B~Z)A, and itt(D)=A.

We will also show that pt(D) = 0. Suppose xEpt(D). Then for each pEP — Q,

we have Tfp=Tfo, whence /p(x) =/o(x). We can evidently find qERo such

that xEX—Uq, so that /0(x) =fq(x) =0. From (5), xE-4, and/p(x) = 0 for

all pEP. But this is impossible, since \fP.pEP\ spans C(X). Therefore,

Pt(D) = 0.
The range of 7" is, of course, one-dimensional. Thus we see that ttt(X) can

be infinite while (R(T) is finite dimensional, the dimension can be greater

than the cardinality of pr(X), and the converse of Theorem 3 is not valid.

Example 3. The above construction can be extended to give an example

of a mapping 5 of C(X) onto itself such that irs( {x} ) = X and ps( {x \ ) = 0 for

each xEX. Let X = £„, [xp: pEJ] be a dense subset of E„, where / is the

set of positive integers, and, for each p, qEJ, Upq the open ball with center

Xp and radius \/q. Clearly { Upq: p, qEJ) satisfies (i), and we can easily find

fpqEC(X) satisfying Z(fpq)=X— Upq, so that (ii) is also realized. We now
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define Sfpq=fqp for each p, qEJ. Since {/pg: p, qEJ} is linearly independent,

it can be extended to a Hamel basis for C(X). We make 5 leave each of these

additional basis elements fixed and extend 5 to a linear mapping of C(X)

onto itself which is, in fact, an involution. Let x be a point of X and A 9*X

a closed subset of X. Choose y EX — A, an open ball U with center at y and

radius e satisfying UEX — A, and AG7 such that 2/A<e. Then we can find

an mçïk for which \xm — y\ <l/k. Since {Uqm: q^m} is a covering of X,

there is an r^m satisfying xEUTm. From r = A we infer that UmrEUQX

—A, and A EZ(fmr). But Sfmr(x) =f,m(x) 9*0, so that A is not a ir-set of {x}

relative to S. Hence, 7rs({x}) =X. Ii we set A — {z}, for some zEX, in the

above construction, then Sfrm(z) =fmriz) =0, and/rm(x) 9*0. Thus x(£usi{z}),

andusi{z}) = 0.
Example 4. It was observed in §2 that if X is completely regular, and

P: CiX)—>C(F) is one-to-one, then tt(Y)=X. To show that the converse

does not hold in general, we set A=D = X in Example 2. Then irriX)=X,

Q = 0, and Tfp=fo for all pEP, so that T is not one-to-one.

Example 5. We will show that there are mappings T of CiX) into itself

for which wriX) = 0 and 01(7") is not finite dimensional. Let X = Ei, ft be

the family of closed subsets of X with relatively compact complements, and

T be defined as in the construction preceding Lemma 4. From Lemma 4,

irTiX)=d{A: AE<x} =0. We will show that P — Q is infinite. Suppose

\fP: PEP — Q} = {/i, • • • , /«}, and set g,(x)=xi for lgign. For any

fECiX), we have /= ^,{apf„: pEF}, where 7"CP is finite, and ap is real.

For each pEQ, Z(fp) contains some ApE(x. If we set B = 0{ Ap: pEFC\Q},

then BE&, and/= Z{aî/p: PEFC\(P — Q)}\ 5. Consequently, we can find
^4,G ft and real a,-,-, not all 0, such that g¿ = Z"-i aafi\A, for lgign. Since

the gij.4 are linearly independent for any A Ed-, there are real ßa such that

/,-= Z?=i 0ugi| ^4o, where 40 = n"_, A{, and 1 gjgn. Let go^ö be a bounded

element of C(X). Since go = Ztí/jI ^i f°r some 5iG ft, we have go = Z^S»! B2
lor some B2EGi, which is impossible. Hence, P — Q is infinite, and 01(7") is

not finite dimensional. We see from this example that the condition in Theo-

rem 3 (a) that 7Tr(F) is a ir-set of F relative to T cannot be dropped.

5. Comparison of maximum values. To avoid treating special cases when

taking the supremum of the empty set in the following sections, we introduce

the following notation. If A and S are sets of non-negative real numbers, we

define

sup[x:xG4J if A 9* 0,

0 HA=0,

í
Supjx: xE A] = <

where sup denotes the ordinary operation. The following relations are easily

checked :

A E B implies Sup{*:   x E A} g Sup{#: x E B},

Sup\ßx:xE A} = ßSup{x:xE A}, ß à 0,
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Supjx + y: x E A, y E B] ^ Sup{x: x E A) + Supjy: y E B},

Supjxy: x E A, y E B] ^ Sup{x: x E A\ Supjy: y E B].

Let X and Y be topological spaces, P an arbitrary mapping of C(X) into

C(Y), K a compact subset of F, and ß a real number SïO. In this section we

will assume that F is a Hausdorff space. We define ft to be the family of

closed subsets of AX with the property that, for all/, gEC(X),

(6)   ß Sup{ \f(x) - g(x) | : x E A} 2; Sup{ | Tf(y) - Tg(y) | : y G K}.

If ft is not empty, we set

pT(K) = Ï\\A:AE<i);

otherwise, we leave Pt(K) undefined. The members of ft will be called p-sets

of K relative to T and ß. Since any closed set containing a p-set of K is also

a p-set of K, it follows that Pr(P) is defined if, and only if, X is a p-set of K.

Since Supj |/(x)| : xE0\ =0, 0 is a p-set of 0 relative to any Fand ß, and

Pt(0) = 0- If P is a constant mapping, then 0 is a p-set of K relative to P

and any ß, and Pr(P) = 0.

Lemma 6. 7/ T maps C(X) into C( Y), and p%(K) is defined for some compact

KEY and ß^O, then the w-sets of K relative to T coincide with the p-sets of K

relative to T and ß, and pr(P) =irT(K).

Proof. Clearly every p-set of K relative to P and ß is a 7r-set of K relative

to P. Let B be a ir-set of K. For any/, gEC(X), we set wi = Sup{ |/(x) — g(x) \ :

xEB} and fi = (g-mu)V((g+mu)Af); if »» = », we Iet/i=/. Then/i=/|P,

P/i=P/|P, \fi-g\ úmu, and

ß Sup{ | /(*) - g(x) | : x E B] ^ ß Sup{ | /i(x) - g(x) | : x E X)

^ Sup{ | Tfi(y) - Tg(y) \ : y E K) = Sup{ | Tf(y) - Tg(y) \ : y E K}.

Hence, B is a p-set of K, and the families of 7r-sets and p-sets coincide.

Lemma 7. If X is normal, K a compact subset of Y, and T is a mapping of

C(X) into C( Y) with the property that, for some ß ^ 0, K has at least one compact

p-set relative to T and ß, then tt(K) is a ir-set of K relative to T.

Proof. Let ft be the family of p-sets of K relative to P and ß, and ^40Gft

a compact set. If Aa = 0, then irT(K)=0, and the conclusion is certainly

valid, so we will assume that AO9£0. Since A0 is a 7r-set of K relative to P,

the mapping V from {/| .40:/GC(X)} into (g|P:gGC(F)} defined by

T'(f\ Ao) = Tf\ K is single-valued. From the compactness of A 0 we infer that

\f\Ao:fEC(X) \ =C(Ao); thus V maps C(A0) into C(P). Since 7rr(P) is the
intersection of a family of sets which includes Ao, we have irT'(K) =tt(K).

Now if irT(K) is empty, we conclude from Lemma 2, with X = A0 and F = P,

that V is constant. Hence, 0 is a 7r-set of K relative to V, and thus also
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relative to P, and Lemma 7 is verified in this case. We now assume itt(K) 9e 0.

Let (&= {A(~\Ao: AE&}. Since the 7t-sets and p-sets of K coincide, (B is closed

under finite intersections. Suppose/, gEC(X) satisfy

y = ßSup{\f(x) - g(x)\ :xE«t(K)}

< Sup{ | Tf(y) - Tg(y) | : y G PJ = 5.

Then we can find a neighborhood U oí itt(K) such that xG U implies

ß\f(x)-g(x)\ <(y + b)/2. Since irr(P)=n{P:PG(B}, and the members of (B

are compact, there is a P0G(B satisfying PoC U. But then

/3Sup{ \f(x) - g(x)\ :xEBo) < o,

which is impossible. We conclude, therefore, that 7Tr(P) is a p-set of K rela-

tive to P and ß and, hence, a ir-set of K relative to P.

We turn now to the case where T is a linear transformation of C(X) into

C( Y) and observe that (6) can now be written as

(7) ß Sup{ \f(x) | : x E A} ê Sup{ | Tf(y) \ : y E K}.

Example 6. We will exhibit a P mapping C(X) into itself with the prop-

erty that Pr(K) is not defined for any compact Kt*0 and any /32ï0. Let

X = P„, P be the set of positive integers, and { Uv: pER\ the family of open

«-balls with radius rp a positive rational number and center xp having rational

coordinates. For each PER, we define

Í1 —  | x — xv I /rp for I x — Xp |   :£ rp,
fp(x)  =   i II

(0 for I x — x„ |   ^ r„.

Using the reasoning in Example 4, we see that { Up: pER} satisfies (i) and

(ii), and {/p: pER] is linearly independent. Hence, the latter can be extended

to a Hamel basis \fp: pEP\ for C(X), where REP- We now define Tfp = pfp

lor pER, and Tfp=fp for pEP — R, extending T linearly to C(X). To show

that Pr(P) is not defined for any compact K~9¿0 and any ß^O is evidently

equivalent to showing that, for each xEX, X is not a p-set of ¡x} relative to

Pand any ß^O. If x and ß are given, we can find p, qER satisfying \+ßup

is g, rg=l, and |xa — x| <l/p. Then

I Tfq(x) |   = qfq(x) > 9(1 - \/p) ^ p(\ - \/p) £ß = ß Sup} I fq(y) | : y G X},

and our assertion is proved. Therefore, Pt(K) is undefined unless P = 0.

6. Power series. Suppose X is a topological space, and 7\, • • • , 7* map

C(X) into itself. We will set ttt^tt; and Ptí=P^ for i=\, ■ ■ ■ , k. By taking

all possible compositions of the ir¿ with any finite number of factors, we ob-

tain a semigroup ^f(ir\, ■ • ■ , irk) of mappings of 2X into itself. For any DEX,

we define
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<r(D) = (U{*(Z>): *€*(*!, •••,*»)})-

where the bar at the right denotes closure.

For each integer m ^ 1, let Pm(h, • • • , tk) be a homogeneous polynomial

of degree m with real coefficients in the indeterminates h, • • • , tk, where

A^l is fixed, the U are not assumed to commute, and terms with the same

factors in different orders are counted as distinct. We denote by cm the sum of

the absolute values of the coefficients of Pm.

We recall that a A-space [3, p. 230] is a topological space with the property

that if any subset A intersects each closed, compact subset in a closed set,

then A is closed. Among the A-spaces are all Hausdorff spaces which are

either first countable or locally compact.

Theorem 4. Let Xbea Hausdorff k-space, and Ti, - • •, 7» map C(X) into

itself in such a way that Tid=6, i= 1, • • • , A. Suppose that, for each compact

KEX and each i, Igigk, ir,(P) w a ir-set of K relative to Ti, there is a real ß,

0gß<l, such that p?(P) is defined, and o(K) is compact. Finally, suppose Pm

as defined above has the property that Zm= i Cmi"1 converges for \t\ <1. PAe»

Zi^-i PmiTi, ■ • ■ , Tk)f converges in the topology 3U to an element of CiX) for

eachfECiX).

Proof. Let KEX be compact. Since cr(P) is compact, each p?(P) is de-

fined for some ß = ßi, and each pf(cr(P)) for some ß = y¿. If we set

j30 = sup{ßi, ■ • ■ , ßk,yi, • ■ ■ ,yk}, then pf(P) and pf(cr(P)) are defined for

ß = ßo<\. We will show by induction on m that if Tp • ■ • Tq consists of m

factors from among Pi, • • • , Tk, then

(8)   Supj | Tp ■ ■ ■ Tqf(y) \:yEK} gß7 Sup{ |/(x) | : x G <r(K)\, f E C(X).

If m = 1, we infer from Lemma 6 that ir„(P) is a p-set of P relative to Tp and

ßo, and since TP6=6, (7) holds with T=TP, ß = ßo, and A=irp(K). Then

irp(P)Ccr(P) implies

Sup{ | f(x) | : x G rp(K)} g Sup{ |/(x) | : x G <r(P)},

and (8) is verified in this case. Suppose (8) is valid for some m, and

Tp • ■ • TqTT consists of wi + 1 factors. Then

Sup{ \T,-" TqTrf(y) \:yEK} gß7 Sup{ | Trf(y) | : y G o(K)}

g /C'Supf ¡fix) I : x G irr(<r(P))} g p^Supí |/(*) | : x G <r(P)},

since irr(cr(P)) C tr(P). Hence, (8) holds for all m £ 1. If we set S„

— ZîUi PmiTi, ■ ■ ■ , Tk), then for any xGP and any integers q^p^l,

I Sqf(x) - SPf(x) \ g    Z   cj¡ Supj | f(z) | : z G a(K)},   JE C(X).
m-jH-l
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Hence, {S„f(x) : n ^ 1} is a Cauchy sequence with limit g(x), and {Snf} con-

verges to g uniformly on K. It follows (cf. [3, p. 231 ]) that gEC(X).

Example 7. The next theorem concerns a class of mappings T of C(X)

into itself of which examples are easily constructed when X = E„. Let 2 be

an (« — l)-sphere in En with center xo and radius r, and <f> a continuous, real

valued function defined on {í:¿^0} with the property that 0(0) = 1. For

any/EC(-E„), we define

(f(x) for | x - xo |   g r,
I;(iJ =   < . . .

l/(xi) • 4>( | x - xi I ) for I x - xo I   |r,

where Xi is the intersection of the radial line through xo and x with 2. Clearly

TfEC(En), znd T is linear. If we let A be the closed ball bounded by 2,

then Tf=f\ A. Now A is a ir-set of £„ relative to /, and T2= T. Moreover,

ACpt(E„), and from (5), pT(En) =irT(En) = A. Since <p(\x — xi| ) = Tu(x) for

|x—x0| ^r, it follows that if D is a closed subset of En, and DCZ(Tu), then

0 is a ir-set of Z> relative to T. In addition, if DCEn—(AKJZ(Tu)), then

ttt(D) is simply the radial projection of D on 2. For an arbitrary closed subset

D of En, ttt(D) consists of DC\A together with the radial projection of

(D — (A\JZ(Tu)))~ on 2. Let K be a compact subset of £„ —^ and

y = Sup| | Tu(x)\ :xEK}.

If Ki is the radial projection of K on 2, and/GC(En), we have

Sup{ | Tf(x) \:xEK} = Sup{ |/(xi) | • | «/>( | x - xi | ) | : x E K}

g7Sup{|/(y)| -.yEKj.

Hence, Ki is a p-set of K relative to T and y, and Pt(K) is defined. Thus if

10(01 =1 for f^O, and K~CE„ is compact, then A is a p-set of K relative to

T and 1, and p\(K) is defined.

For each integer m ^ 1, we define

(9) Qm(h, •••,/*) = E W*, • • • ¡H,,

where k^2 is fixed, and the sum is extended over all m-tuples (i\, ■ ■ ■ , im)

chosen from Í, ■ ■ ■ , k with the property that ijAij+i for j=\, • • ■ , m — \.

Theorem 5. Let Xbea Hausdorff k-space, and T\, • ■ • , Tk map C(X) into

itself in such a way that T{0=0for i= 1, • • ■ , k. Suppose that, for each compact

K~CX and each i, li^i^k, Tí(K) is a ir-set of K relative to Tit p^(K) is defined

for some ß^O, a(K) is compact, and KCití(X) implies that pf(K) is defined for

some ß<l/(k — l) whenever jAi. Finally, suppose there is a closed subset A(

of TCi(X) with the property that fEC(X) implies Tif=f\Ai for * = 1, • • • , k.
Then ZZ-\ ( — l)m~lQm(Tu • ■ ■ , /*)/= Tf converges in the topology 3„ to an

element of C(X) for eachfEC(X), and Tf=f\ Uf_! A{.
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Proof. Let PCX be compact. Then ir,(P) C*i(X), and a(K) CUf.i tt¿(X).
For each ir*j, p^(o-(K)r\Ti(X)) is defined for some j3 = a,-,-/(Jfe —1), where

Oga,,<l. We set a = sup{a,;: i, j = l, • ■ ■ , k, ij^j}. Since pf(P) is defined

for some ß = ßi, it follows that pf(P) is defined for /3 = sup{/3,-: 1 úi^k] =ß0.
We will show by induction on m that if Tp ■ • • Tq is a term in Qm(Ti, • ■ • , Tk)

as defined in (9), and m|l, then

Sup{ | Pp • • • Tqf(y) \:yEK\

(10) ßooT'1

(k - 1)"
j Sup{ | f(x) | : x G *,(X) H <r(P)},      / G C(X).

The case m = l follows by definition. Suppose (10) is valid for some m^l,

and Pp • • • P4Pr is a term in Qm+i(Pi, ■ • • , Tk). Then q^r, wr(irq(X)r\cr(K))

Cirr(X)C\(r(P), irq(X)r\a(K) is compact, and 7rr(7rg(Ar)fV(P)) is a p-set

of irq(X)r\o(K) relative to Pr and a/(k— 1). Hence,

Sup{ | Tp ■ ■ ■ TqTrf(y) | : y G P}

-Sup{| Fr/(y)| : y E tq(X) H <r(K)}
(k - 1)-

ßoam

Sup {|/(*) | :xErr(X)na(K)},
~ (k - D«

and (10) is established for all w^l. We infer immediately from (10) that

/3oam_1

(11) Sup{|Fp- --Tqf(y)\ :yEK] <£ Sup{|/(*)| :xE<r(K)}.
(k — l)m *

Since there are k(k — l)m_1 terms in Qm(Ti, • ■ ■ , Tk), we have

Sup{ | Qm(Tu ■■■, Tk)f(y) | : y G P} á ßoka^ Sup{ | /(*) | : x G<r (P)}.

If we set 5„= ^-i ( — l)m-1(?»»(Fii • • • , F*), then for any xGP and any

integers q ̂  p è 1,

I SJ(x) - Spf(x) |  ^    ¿   lío*«"-1 Sup{ | f(z) | : z G <r(P)},        t € C(X).
m-p+l

Since a<l,  {5„/:«^l} converges in 3„ to a gGC(X), as in the proof of

Theorem 4.
For each i, 1 ̂ i'^&, we write Qm = Qim+Rim, where Qlm is the sum of those

terms in Qm which have P< as their left hand factor, and R*m is the sum of the

remaining terms. We will show by induction on w that for «^1,

(12) 5„/ = /+(-l)n_1P^/| Ait fEC(X).
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The case «=1 is obviously valid. Suppose (12) holds for some «^1. Since

Tig = g\Ait we have Q*n+if=R\j\Ai, and

Sn+if = Snf+(-l)"Qn+if

= /+ (-l)n_1P:/+ (-l)nel+i/+ ("l)X+i/l Ai

= f+(-l)nR:+if\Ai.

Hence, (12) holds for all «el. Since there are fewer than k(k — l)n_1 terms

in Pj,, it follows from (12) and (11) with K= {x} that if xG^4< and fEC(X),
then

| Snf(x) -f(x) |   =  | RÍf(x) |   < ^a""1 Sup { \f(y) | : y G <r({x})}.

Therefore, 5„/(x) converges to/(x), and the proof is complete.

Corollary 1. With the hypotheses of Theorem 5, if X is completely regular,

and Ai = Ti(X), then irT(X) = U,*=1 7r<(X).

Proof. Let P, be a ir-set of X relative to P< for i= 1, • • • , k, and suppose

/=g| U*_i Bi for some/, gEC(X). Then Qmf=Qmg for all «fcl, and P/= Fg,
whence Uf=1 P, is a x-set of X relative to P, and 7Tr(X) CUf_t 7r,(X) =A. This

relation also holds for the series in Theorem 4. Now suppose B is a T-set of X

relative to P, and ^4 — P?¿0. Then we can find/, gGC(X) satisfying/ = g|P

and f9£g\A, so that Tf=Tg. But since P/=/|^4 and Pg = g|^4, we have

Tfj¿Tg\A, which is impossible. Hence, B^)A, ■kt(X)'^)A, and 7Tr(X)=^.

Corollary 2. IFiífe iAe hypotheses of Theorem 5, if X is completely regular,

and Ai = Wi(X) is a ir-set of X relative to Tifor i= 1, • • • , k, then P2= P.

Proof. It follows from Corollary 1 and its proof that ttt(X) is a Tr-set of X

relative to P. Since F/=/|7rr(X), we have T2=T. Similarly, we note that

7t=P<for lá*'á*.

The hypotheses of Theorem 5 and its corollaries can easily be satisfied

when X = P„, ^4i, • • • , Ak are closed, pairwise disjoint «-balls, and F¿ is

the mapping defined in Example 7 with respect to At and 0,- for i = 1, • • • , k.

Then we must have

{x: | 7>(x) |   < l/(k - 1)} D U {Aj: lújú k,j 9¿i\,        lúiúk,

that is, 10,(i) | < l/(^ — l) for a suitable set of t.
7. Continuous transformations. Let X and Y be topological spaces, and

P an arbitrary mapping of C(X) into C(F). We will assume again in this

section that F is a Hausdorff space. If P is a compact subset of Y, we set

(13) tt(P) = inf{/3: Pt(K) is defined}

whenever the set on the right side of (13) is not empty; otherwise, we leave

tt(K) undefined. The p-sets of K relative to T and each ß for which pr(P)
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is defined are precisely the ir-sets of P relative to T, as shown in Lemma 6.

If A is any such set, then A is evidently a p-set of K relative to randy = rr(P),

so that Pr(P) is also defined.

Lemma 8. Let T map CiX) into C(Y), and

H = {y G Y: Tr(\y}) is deßned}.

Then tt is lower semi-continuous on the points of H with the relative topology

ofY.

Proof. Let y EH, y = rr(y), where the latter is short for rr({y}), e>0,

and U={tEEi\y — t<t}. Suppose that, for every neighborhood F of y,

\tt(z):zEV}<X.U. From (13) and (6) it follows that there are/, gEC(X)

satisfying

a = (y - e/2) Sup{ | f(x) - g(x) | : x G X} <  | Tf(y) - Tg(y) \ .

Now let IF= \zEY:a<\ Tf(z) — Tg(z)\ }. Then IF is a neighborhood of y,
and we can find a wEW(~\H such that tt(w) gy — €. But this implies

a >(y - e) Sup{ | f(x) - g(x) | : x G X} ^  | Tf(w) - Tg(w) | ,

which is a contradiction. Hence, there is a neighborhood F of y with the

property that \tt(z): zE V} EU, and the proof is complete.

Theorem 6. Let X be normal, Y locally compact and Hausdorff, and T a

mapping of C(X) onto C( Y) such that each compact KEY has a compact p-set

relative to T and some ß, and with the property that, for eachf, g, hEC(X) and

each yEY,

Tf(y) = Tg(y) implies

T(f+h)(y) = T(g+ h)(y) and T(fh)(y) = T(gh)(y).

Then there is a homeomorphism <p mapping Y onto a subset of X and a continu-

ous mapping co of Pi X F (in its product topology) onto Pi such that, for each

yE Y, w\ PiX \y} is a homeomorphism onto Pi which satisfies a Lipschitz con-

dition. These mappings satisfy the relation

(15) Tf(y) = «(/(*(?)), y), / G C(X), yEY.

If T is one-to-one, then <p( Y) is dense in X.

Proof. From (14) and Theorem 2, we infer that ur(y) =irr(y), where

Ur(y) is short for Mr({y}) and similarly for irr(y), and from Lemma 7 that

7Tr(y) is a ir-set, as well as a p-set, of [y} relative to T and Tr(y) for all yE Y.

Clearly irr(y) 9*0, for otherwise Tf(y) = Tg(y) for all/, gEC(X), and T would

not be onto. Suppose irr(y) contains at least two points xi and x2. We con-

struct fi E C(X) satisfying/¿(x,) = 5i; (i,j=l, 2). Then the mapping £¿ of Pi

into itself defined by £,(X) = T(kfi)(y) is continuous. For we have
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rr(y)|X-X'|  Sup{|/,(x)| :xGirr(y)}

(16) = rr(y) Sup{ | X/,(x) - \'fi(x) \:xE irT(y)}

Z  I T(kfi)(y) - T(\'fi)(y) |   = | £,(X) - f.-(X') | ,

and the first term approaches 0 as X tends to X', since irr(y) is compact. If

\AX, then ~KfiA\'fi\irT(y), and É<(X)*&(V). since pT(y) =rT(y). Thus £,• is

one-to-one. From £i(0) =£2(0), we infer that ¡¡i(Ei)r\£2(Ei) A 0, and this set

must contain more than one point, so that we can find Xi, X2(EJ5i with the

property that XiX^O and £i(Ai) = £2(X2). Then Xi/i = X2/2|irr(y), while Xi/i(xi)

=Xi and X2/2(xi) = 0, which is impossible. Hence, 7rr(y) consists of exactly

one point which we denote by <p(y). The correspondence <j> is one-to-one. For

if y\Ay2, we can find/, gEC(X) satisfying Tf(yi) = Tg(yi) and Tf(y2) A Tg(y2),
whence f(<t>(yi)) = g(<p(yi)) and f(4>(y<i)) A g(<p(y2)), so that <j>(yi)A<t>(y2). Let

/, gEC(X),f, g'EC(Y), //=/', and Tg = g'. Then for all yEY, yEZ(f'-g')
if, and only if, <t>(y)EZ(f-g), so that d>(Z(f'-g')) =Z(f-g)i^<p(Y). Since
{X—Z(f—g):f, gEC(X)} is a base for the topology of X, and the same is

true for Y, it follows that <p is a homeomorphism. If (<p( Y))~AX, then we can

find/, gEC(X) satisfying /=g \ (<p(Y))~ and fAg, whence Tf=Tg. Conse-
quently, if T is one-to-one, then (<p(Y))~ = X.

We now define the mapping co. For each tEEx and yE Y, we construct

an fEC(X) such that f(<p(y)) = t and set u(t, y) = Tf(y). This value is clearly

independent of /as long as f(<p(y))=t, and we may take f=tu. If s^i, then

5M(0(y))?i/M(0(y)), and u(s, y)Aa(t, y). For any tEEu we can find fEC(X)

satisfying Tf=tu, so that w(s, y)=/, where s=f(<f>(y)). Hence, co|£iX{y} is

a one-to-one mapping onto Ei. From w(t, y) = T(tu)(y), we obtain, by analogy

with (16),

(17) rr(y) | s - /1   = rr(y) | s - 11 • | u(4>(y)) \   £  | w(s, y) - o>(t, y) \ .

Thus o)| £iX [y\ satisfies a Lipschitz condition, is continuous and, therefore,

a homeomorphism. In addition, w| {t} X Y is evidently continuous for each

tEE\. To show that co is continuous in the product topology, let e>0 and

(t, y)EEiX Y be given. Then we can find a neighborhood U of y with the

property that U is compact, and zEU implies |co(i, z) —w(t, y)\ <e/2. By

hypothesis, tt(U) is defined and satisfies tt(U) ^tt(z) for each zE U. Clearly

tt(z) >0, for otherwise Tf(z) = /g(2) for all/, gGCfJQ. If | 5-i| <€/(2rr(I7))

and zEU, then from (17),

| w(s, z) - u(t, y)\  Û \ u(s, z) - u(t, z) |  + | w(i, z) - w(/, y) |

< rr(Z)e/(2rr(F)) + e/2 ^ e,

and the continuity of co is established. Finally, (15) is a restatement of the

definition of co and <j>.

Corollary 1. With the same hypotheses as in Theorem 6, T is continuous

in the topology 3U.
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Proof. If the compact set PC F, e>0, and/GC(X) are given, then from

rT(K) Sup{ |/(«) - g(x) | : x G xr(P)} ^ Sup{ | Tf(y) - Tg(y) \ : y E K)

we infer that if g lies in a uniform c/tt(K)-neighborhood of / on the compact

set xr(P), then Tg lies in the uniform «-neighborhood of Tf on K.

Corollary 2. Suppose X and Y are compact Hausdorff spaces, and T is a

one-to-one mapping of C(X) onto C(Y) satisfying (14) and swcA that tt(Y) is

defined. Then X and Y are homeomorphic.

Proof. Since tt(Y) is defined, X is a compact p-set of every compact

PCF relative to T and tt(Y). From Theorem 6, <6(F) is compact and dense

inX, so that <¡>(Y) =X.
The last result is related to a theorem of Stone [4] that if X and Y are

compact, and T is an isometry in the sup norm between C(X) and C(Y),

then X and Y are homeomorphic. The condition that P be an isometry im-

plies, by a theorem of Banach, that T is a linear transformation followed by

a translation, and this is easily seen to imply the first half of (14). For other

related results cf. [l, p. 23].

We recall that a subset A of a topological space X is said to be C-embedded

in X if every continuous, real-valued function on A has a continuous exten-

sion to X.

Theorem 7. Let X and Y be arbitrary spaces, <b a homeomorphism of Y onto

a C-embedded subset of X, and to a continuous mapping of Pi X F (in the product

topology) onto Pi such that, for each yE Y, w| PiX f y} is a homeomorphism onto

Ei. If T is defined as in (15), then T maps C(X) onto C(Y) and satisfies (14).

// <p( Y) is dense in X, then T is one-to-one. If X is completely regular, and D is a

closed subset of Y, then pr(D) =ttt(D) = (<p(D))~, and (4>(D))~ is a ir-set of D

relative to T. If X is Hausdorff, KEY is compact, and there is a ßl^O satisfying

(18) ß\s-t\  è I t»(s, y) - »(/, y)\, s,tEEi,yEK,

then K has a compact p-set relative to T and ß.

Proof. For any fEC(X), the continuity of Tf on F follows from that of 4>

and to. If gEC(Y) is given, we define/ on <f»(Y) by the relation u(f(<p(y)), y)

= g(y). Since a>|PiX {y} is a homeomorphism onto Pi, / is single-valued on

<j>(Y). Suppose/were discontinuous at the point (p(y). Then we can find e>0

with the property that, for every neighborhood U of y, there is a zEU

satisfying |/(#(«)) —f(<t>(y)) | ^e- In fact, either (i) every neighborhood U of y

contains a z satisfying/(<6(z))—/(0(y))^€, or (ii) every neighborhood con-

tains a z satisfying f((j>(z)) —f(<i>(y)) ú—t. There is also a neighborhood F of y

with the property that, for each zE V, a>| PiX |zj is an increasing or decreas-

ing function according as co\ PiX {y} is increasing or decreasing. For suppose,

to be definite, that w|PiX{y} is increasing. Choose s, /GPi, s<t, and a
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neighborhood FC F of y such that zE V implies |«(5, z) —0(5, y) | <8/2 and

\<a(t, z)—u(t, y)\ <8/2, where 8=u(t, y)—u(s, y). Then

io(t, z) - u(s, z) = u(t, z) - u(t, y) + u(t, y) - u(s, y)

+ u(s, y) - u(s, z) > - 5/2 + 8 - 8/2 = 0,

so that coI PiX {z} is increasing. A similar argument applies if u\ PiX {y} is

decreasing. Returning to the continuity of /, we will assume first that case

(i) above holds, and w|PiX {y} is increasing. There is then a neighborhood

IF of y such that WE V, and zE W implies | g(z) —g(y) |  <a/2 and

(19) .        I «(/(*(?)) + 6, 2) - u(f(<b(y)) + e, y) |   < a/2,

where

(20) a =  I o,(/(c6(y)) + e, y) - U(f(<b(y)), y) | .

If we choose z so as to satisfy (i) with U=W, then

»(/(*(?)) + e,y)- «(/(*(?)) + «,«>£ «(/(*(?)) + 6, y) - «(/(*(«)), z)

(21) - co(/(<Ky)) + e, y) - «(/fob»), y) + g(y) - g(z)

> a — a/2 = a/2,

which contradicts (19). If co|PiX {y} is increasing, and (ii) holds instead of

(i), the same reasoning applies if we replace +e by — e in (19), (20), (21),

reverse the inequality signs in (21), and change the last part to read < — a

+a/2= —a/2. If co|PiX {y} is decreasing, a similar argument leads to con-

tradiction. Hence, / is continuous at c/>(y). Since <b(Y) is C-embedded in X,

we can extend / to an element of C(X) which P maps into g. Therefore, T is

onto.

It is easily seen that, for every yE Y and/, gEC(X),f(<p(y)) =g(4>(y)) if,

and only if, Tf(y) = Tg(y). Thus from Tf(y) = Tg(y) we obtain (f+h)(<p(y))

= (g+A)fo(y)), (/A)(cA(y)) = (gA)(cA(y)), T(f+h)(y) = T(g + h)(y), T(fh)(y)
= T(gh)(y), and (14) is verified. If <p(Y) is dense in X,f, gEC(X), and/^g,

then/9*g\<f>(Y), and Tf9*Tg, whence Pis one-to-one. For any closed DEY,

we have p.r(D)Z)(<p(D))~, and (<f>(D))~ is a ir-set of D relative to P. If X is

completely regular, we infer from (5) that ut(D) =tt(D) — (<p(D))~. Finally,

if PC F is compact, (18) is satisfied, and/, gGC(X), then

ß I fi<l>iy)) - *(*(?)) I   ̂   I Tf(y) - Tg(y) \, y E K,

and c/>(P) is a compact p-set of P relative to T and ß.

One of the simplest examples of the function a is obtained by choosing

/o,/iGC(F) with Z(/0 = 0 and setting u(t, y) =/0(y) +i/i(y). When/o = 0 and

fi = u, we have

(22) Tfiy) = Miy)), yEYJEC(X).
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For this choice of u, T evidently becomes a homomorphism of the ring C(X)

into the ring C(Y). From Theorem 7 we obtain the known results that if

<p(Y) is C-embedded in X, then P is onto, and if (p(Y) is also dense in X,

then P is an isomorphism. The relation (22) between P and (p has itself been

studied, and a strong duality between homomorphisms of C(X) into C( Y) and

continuous mappings of F into X has been revealed (cf. [l, Chapter 10]).

If we make the additional assumption in Theorem 6 that P is a ring homo-

morphism (which implies (14)), then w(t, y)=t for each tEEi and yEY.

Indeed, from (15) we have

«(* + U y) - «((«* + t»)(*(y)), y) = T(su + tu)(y)

= T(su)(y) + T(tu)(y) = u(s, y) + u(t, y),

and similarly u(st, y)=u(s, y)u>(t, y). Thus <o|PiX{y} is a ring homomor-

phism of Pi onto itself which must be the identity mapping. Hence, P satis-

fies (22). This result is related to a known theorem [l, p. 142] that if X is

completely regular, Y realcompact [l, p. 114], and P is a homomorphism of

C(X) into C( F) such that Pm = u, then there is a unique continuous mapping

(p of F into X such that (22) is satisfied.
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